
INTRODUCTION

In September 2014, during the Eilat-Red Sea International 
Underwater Photo Competition, more than 200 divers, 
instructors and technicians gathered for a live wreck dive.  
The dive was to be live broadcast through YouTube to more 
than half-a-million viewers, to set up a new Guinness World 
Record: “Most Viewers of a Live Shipwreck Dive.” 

The live images were broadcast from the sea bed to a boat 
on the surface, and from there onwards. 

THE CHALLENGE

The organizer and producer of the event, David Pilosof, 
originally came up with the idea of the group dive, live 
broadcasting and Guinness World Record.  David went 
one step further – his vision was to, for the first time ever, 
transmit live ultra-high-definition video from the sea bed 
with a smartphone. This setup involved a few challenges:

• Transmitting at a depth/distance of 20 meters, which 
    involved a cable three times as long

• Water- and pressure-proofing equipment and cables 
    in a cost-effective way for live broadcasting

• Connecting proper cabling to the smartphone and 
   transmission equipment

• Handling battery life of cameras and equipment 
    under  water

THE SOLUTION

The only solution able of addressing all these challenges was 
HDBaseT technology.  The team deployed HDBaseT to 
transmit the ultra-high-definition images from the sea bed 
towards the surface boat. HDBaseT easily enabled the 
transmission over 60m over Cat6 cable. In addition, category 
cables are easily field terminated, which made the water- 
and pressure-proofing of the equipment a much easier and 
cheaper proposition. Because regular category cable is quite 
resilient and flexible, it was able to handle the choppy 
waters and rough environment.  Cat cables can also be 
connected to smartphones, not only regular cameras. 

The team set up the water- and pressure-proof chamber, 
where the camera and the extender equipment was placed 
to keep them dry for the transmission.  The team drove a 
Cat6 cable towards the bottom of the sea, for a total depth 
of 22.5m. This transmission ran through 60m of Cat6 cable, 
over HDBaseT technology, towards the surface, to be then 
broadcast to thousands of viewers.  

Because HDBaseT also can transmit power over the cat 
cable, it eliminated the challenge of battery life during the 
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live transmission. HDBaseT provided a safe alternative for 
a common problem.  HDBaseT can transmit up to 4K 
uncompressed video, guaranteeing an unprecedented 
image quality. 

More than half-a-million viewers watched the live video 
from the comfort of their home, and a new Guinness World 
Record was set. 

• Guaranteeing high-definition image broadcasting,
   both 2K and 4K resolutions

• Dealing with harsh underwater environment 
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RESULTS

HDBaseT performed as expected, transmitting 
ultra-high-definition video from the sea bed to the surface, 
handling the harsh environment and the distance without 
a glitch.  Once the water- and pressure-proof chambers 
were set up, the technology behaved as in any other 
environment, being able to transmit ultra-HD video, 
audio, power, Ethernet and controls, over up to 100m 
of category cable. 
Although this was a one-off competition event, there are 
other possible applications for HDBaseT underwater, 
such as:

• Research facilities – allowing live and recorded    
 broadcasting of underwater conditions, fauna & flora,   
 addressing the harsh environment and the need for   
 power.  This setup can save considerable operational   
 money, as it does not require a diver all the time, 
 as the  camera can be fixed in the sea bed.  It also does 
 not  require battery changes, which would take time 
 and resources. 

One of the 200 participating divers was Nadav Banet.  
In addition to his underwater activities, Nadav is also 
one of the founders of Valens and inventor of HDBaseT 
technology, and is Valen’s Director of System Architecture.   
He was responsible for setting up the HDBaseT 
equipment for the transmission. 

“As an experienced diver, I was looking forward to 
this event, and it certainly did not disappoint.  
I had the extra responsibility of making sure that 
all the pre-dive broadcasting setup was working 
properly and that the actual video delivery was a 
success.  But most important, participating with 200 
fellow divers in such a historical event was amazing.  
It was extremely rewarding to be part of this 
experience.” 
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• Tourist diving destinations – providing divers with a   
 recorded souvenir of their dive, again without the need   
 of a photographer under water, as several cameras can   
 be set up around the dive site, and be daisy-chained 
 with HDBaseT for a total experience.  In addition, 
 family  members can watch the dive in real time from 
 the surface. 

live transmission. HDBaseT provided a safe alternative for 
a common problem.  HDBaseT can transmit up to 4K 
uncompressed video, guaranteeing an unprecedented 
image quality. 

More than half-a-million viewers watched the live video 
from the comfort of their home, and a new Guinness World 
Record was set. 

ABOUT HDBaseT
HDBaseT technology, powered by the Valens 
chipset, enables all-in-one connectivity 
between ultra-HD video sources and remote 
displays through a single 100m/328ft CAT5e/6 

cable, delivering uncompressed high definition 
4k video, audio, USB, Ethernet, control signals 
and up to 100 watts of power.


